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SPECIAL REPORT
Why Has the Best-Interest
Standard Survived?:
The Historic and Social Context
by Professor Janet L. Dolgin*
For almost two centuries, American family law has
asserted that it places children and their welfare at
the heart of custody and parentage determinations.
That statement, institutionalized in the United
States as the "best-interest" standard (or principle),1
has become almost impossible to attack. However,
the best-interest standard is widely criticized for
providing little concrete guidance to courts asked to
settle disputes involving children's custody. The
standard, as applied, grants courts remarkable
flexibility. As a result, reliance on the standard
ensures widely discrepant, even contradictory,
results in custody cases, depending on the presiding
judge. The standard, presumed to determine and
protect the interests of children, more often seems to
encourage courts to focus on and to protect the
interests of the disputing adults.
The consistency with which state legislatures
have historically required courts to apply the bestinterest standard, or with which courts themselves
have depended upon judicial precedent for applying
the standard, is puzzling in light of the steady flow of
criticism that has been applied to the standard since
its inception. From time to time, negative appraisals
of the standard have resulted in statutory
adjustments, but not in a definitive replacement of
the standard with an essentially different approach
to custody determinations.
The continued vitality of the best-interest
standard as the central principle in custody cases
However, its success can be
seems puzzling.
explained. That explanation, which depends on an
examination of the historic context within which the
standard developed and within which it has been
applied, suggests that the survival of the bestinterest principle is essentially unrelated to actual
children and the protection of their interests.
In presenting that explanation, this article
first reviews criticisms of the standard. That review
is followed by an examination of the 19th century

social and familial world within which the bestinterest standard was conceived, adopted, and
institutionalized. Finally, the many advantages that
the best-interest standard has held for the legal
system are described within the context of the legal
history of family regulation during the past two
centuries.
Thus, the central aim of this article is to
explain how and why a principle so obviously flawed
and so openly criticized as the best-interest standard
has not only survived but flourished for well over a
century and a half.

I. Criticisms of the BestInterest Standard
The best-interest standard has been often
criticized for requiring courts to make subjective
decisions regarding children's welfare. At best, the
standard offers some broad guidance to courts
handling children's custody or parentage disputes.2
The standard, however, is vague and non-directive,
and permits the law to justify custody (and
sometimes even parentage) decisions that actually
harm children. In effect, it provides the illusion
rather than the reality, of legislative guidance to
courts facing disputes about the selection of
children's custodians and parents. More specifically,
invoking children's interests as the guiding principle
in such cases can disguise other agendas that serve
neither the particular children at issue nor children
in general.
Since Robert Mnookin's seminal critique of
the best-interest standard in 1975, many others have
agreed with his central criticism that the standard
proves "indeterminate" in practice.3 Thus, the
standard often fails to provide any direction.4
Because the standard provides no objective basis for
judicial choices, best interest decisions depend on the
character, values, and prejudices of the presiding
judge.
The level of insight needed to make wise
best-interest determinations is greater than that

possessed by most people, including most judges.
Even if judges were able to make reasonable guesses
about the consequences of various options for a
child-and they, like most people are not-bestinterest decisions demand more. Such decisions
require that judges sort out, and select among, a
wide array of seemingly reasonable value choices
available within the culture at any time. As
Mnookin explained two decades ago:
Deciding what is best for a child poses a
question no less ultimate than the purposes
and values of life itself. Should the judge be
primarily concerned with the child's
happiness? Or with the child's spiritual and
religious training? Should the judge be
concerned with the economic 'productivity' of
the child when he grows up? Are the
primary values of life in warm, interpersonal
relationships, or in discipline and selfsacrifice? Is stability and security for a child
more desirable than intellectual stimulation?
Those questions could be elaborated
endlessly. And yet, where is the judge to
look for the set of values that should inform
the choice of what is best for the child?
Normally, the custody statutes do not
themselves give content or relative weights
to the pertinent values. And if the judge
looks to society at large, he finds neither a
clear consensus as to the best child rearing
strategies nor an appropriate hierarchy of
ultimate values.'
Even statutory versions of the best-interest
standard that attempt to delineate relevant values
and give some content to those values remain
normative rather than objective.6 Thus, best-interest
determinations remain dependent on the values and
choices of particular judges, thereby ensuring wide
differences in the character of decisions made in
custody cases.
Moreover, a well-intentioned judge, anxious
to discern a child's best interests in a custody case
must consider the lives and personal characteristics
of potential custodians. That task encourages courts
to compare these adults.
In making such a
comparison, it is easy to weight the balance in favor
of one potential custodian by focusing on negative
behaviors associated with another. Stereotypic
behaviors can be institutionalized as grounds for
automatically refusing custody. For instance, courts
have denied custody to a parent because that parent

was involved in a same-sex relationship7 or an
interracial marriage. 8 These and other behaviors
viewed by a court as socially marginal may become
determinative in custody decisions.
They may
preclude
judicial review of the child's larger
situation. This in turn minimizes the likelihood that
the best interests of the child will in fact be met.9
Judges in general are not provided the
luxury of time necessary to consider and analyze the
details of each custody case, including the social and
economic facts, the characters of the people involved
and the complicated interactions that have occurred,
and that are likely to occur, among these people. As
a result, information about disputing adults'
psychological, social, behavioral, or moral traits can
easily become conclusions about a child's custody
rather than information that should be considered by
courts before reaching custody determinations.
By focusing on the traits of potential
custodians, the needs and interests of children can
become secondary to those of contending adults. In
consequence, courts can inadvertently focus on the
"best interests" of adults rather than of children.
That focus, however, is often disguised by the use
of the best-interest standard which states unequivocally that children and their interests are
primary.
Indeed, the readiness of the law to bypass the
needs and interests of children is demonstrated by
cases in which the child's interests are displaced by
constitutional principles that expressly protect
adults' rights and needs. Professor Wendy Fitzgerald has asserted that "[wihere the parents wield
a well-recognized constitutional right, such as the
general right to custody or right to freedom from
racial discrimination, the statutory 'best interests'
mandate for the child is doomed."1
Thus, the interests of a child can be
subverted by a judge who displaces that child's
interests through application of a principle aimed at
protecting the constitutional rights of adults. More
often, children's interests are subverted less selfconsciously and less transparently by a judge who
simply fails to understand the complicated
personalities and interactions involved in a custody
case, or by one who assumes that middle-class,
comparatively mainstream adults will better serve a
child's interests.
In almost all of these cases
(especially those involving judicial failure to perceive
and to understand children's interests) application of
the best-interest standard masks the disregard of

children's welfare.
Furthermore, the institutionalization of the
best-interest standard is redundant. The large
majority of courts involved in determining a child's
custody or parentage are likely to be attentive to
children's interests, at least for purposes of composing judicial rhetoric. Only rarely would a court
openly abrogate a child's welfare or fail to invoke the
interests of children as an express dimension of, and
justification for, a custody determination. The invocation of children's interests-an invocation that
often represents the full extent of the law's attention
to, and concern for, children's welfare-would likely
be heard in family courts even if the best-interest
standard had never become the predominant rule of
law. As Professor Clark noted in his hornbook on
family law: "(i)t would be an odd legal system indeed
which would announce that custody would not be
awarded with regard to the child's best interests."' 2
Today such an announcement would be more than
odd. It would be morally suspect as well.
Nevertheless, other societies, and our society
centuries ago, did not consider the welfare of
children when establishing their custody or parentage in cases of parental failure, death or
separation. Only a review of that earlier history,
including the conception, early adoption and later
institutionalization of the best-interest standard in
American family law, shows why a standard that so
often fails to attain its avowed end has endured for
so long.

II. The Historic Context
In the United States, children and their
interests became the intellectual and moral focus of
custody and parentage determinations only in the
first half of the 19th century. Before that time,
courts did consider, and then rejected consideration
of children's interests in custody determinations. In
the centuries that preceded the Industrial
Revolution, it was almost unimaginable that anyone
would have thought to frame custody determinations
in terms of the interests of the children involved.
In the colonial period and for almost two
centuries thereafter, children were routinely hired
out as indentured servants pursuant to contracts
between their parents and their caretaker-bosses.
These indenture agreements gave no rights to the
indentured children, and only those rights
enumerated in the contract to the children's
parents.1 3 Many other children came to the United

States forcibly as indentured servants.
Moreover, the common law, following the
model of Roman law, almost invariably granted
custody to fathers in contested cases. This was not
done in order to serve the interests of children, but
because children were viewed as property and, as
such, were owned and controlled by their fathers.
For instance, in Rex v. Manneville, 4 decided at the
start of the 19th century and often cited to indicate
the strength of the law's preference for fathers, an
English court gave custody of a baby to its father
despite the mother's uncontested claims about the
father's great cruelty.
In the next several decades a broad social
transformation in images of family and children
occurred. At the same time, and not by coincidence,
the best-interest standard developed and children's
interests became central, in custody and parentage
determinations, at least rhetorically.
The vast disruptions brought with the
Industrial Revolution, including the practical and
ideological separation of home and work, encouraged
a far-reaching nostalgia for traditional social patterns and values. As fathers began routinely to leave
home each day for work in the marketplace, home
and hearth became the exclusive domain of mothers
and children. Within that context, women and
children became more and more independent of men.
At the same time, newly romanticized understandings of family relationships appeared and soon
developed into the central ideology15 of 19th and 20th
century family life. In this new view, the home was
identified with nurturing women and their treasured
Such images of home, increasingly
children.
understood in contrast to images of work, depicted
the home as an emotional refuge from the tensions of
the marketplace and helped ensure the continued
separation of men at work from women and children
at home.
The new ideology of family and home
increasingly focused on children and childhood as
central to the creation of family life. Between the
end of the colonial period and the start of the 20th
century, new, affectionate views of children and
childhood were firmly cemented in society and law.
This development is still evident in the law's
understanding of family relationships in general and
in the survival of the best-interest standard, in
particular, into the present time.
Glorified notions of women and children that
developed during the 19th century evoked old-

fashioned, decent American families. Ironically,
these images represented contemporary rather than
ancient understandings of women and of children.
This model, born of an understanding of the family
that developed during the early 19th century,
continues to provide many with images of what
makes up a proper (traditional) family life. This is
true despite the vast and unprecedented
transformations now occurring in the American
family.
Almost from the start, the 19th century
family, glorified as a hierarchial domain of love,
responsibility, and enduring commitment was beset
with pressure to conform more fully to the
expectations of the market--to recognize family
members as autonomous individuals, free to design
the terms of their own realities. Within the past few
decades, the second tendency (recognition of the
autonomy of family members), has more and more
often replaced the first (recognition of the family as
This is true
an enduring, hierarchial whole).
especially with regard to the understanding of adults
within families.'" However, even in the 19th century
basic social patterns within the family began to
change. Not only did paternal authority weaken
noticeably during this time, but the divorce rate
rose;17 the birth rate fell (especially within middleclass families);' and, marriage became increasingly
a matter of individual choice rather than a matter to
be arranged by the couple's larger family to serve
their own interests. As relations among family
members (especially spouses) began to resemble
relations within the market, the countervailing
ideology of the family as a domain set apart, and
protected from, the world of work developed.
During the 19th century, society, perhaps for
the first time in history, began to see the family as a
product of historic processes rather than, or as well
as, a product of nature. One of the earliest and most
long-standing consequences of this new recognition
was the appearance in the first half of the 19th
century of custody decisions that relied on the best
interests of the child. Within family law, as in the
larger society, the developing recognition of children
and their interests began to challenge familiar
notions of familial connections. Thus, attention to
the best interests of children justified displacing the
once unyielding principle that always gave fathers
custody of their children. In 1824, Justice Story
expressly recognized the shift from absolute paternal
rights in custody cases to a more flexible standard, as

well as the greater transformation that was thereby
Continuing to recognize a general
implied.
preference for paternal custody, Justice Story
qualified the suggestion that fathers always deserve
custody. He explained:
But this is not on account of any absolute
right of the father, but for the benefit of the
infant, the law presuming it to be for his
interest to be under the nurture and care of
his natural protector, both for maintenance
and education. When therefore the court is
asked to lend its aid to put the infant into
the custody of the father . . . it will look into
all the circumstances and ascertain whether
it will be for the real, permanent interests of
the infant. 9
Within a decade or two, the principle of
paternal custody gave way to a preference for
maternal custody in most cases. Preference for the
mother in custody disputes grew almost inevitably
out of the century's developing image of mothers, in
contrast with fathers, as nurturing, selfless and
virtuous,2 ° and as endowed by nature with the
capacity to raise children. At the same time,
children lost the economic value they had held for
agrarian families. With the Industrial Revolution,
the economic role of children altered from producer
to consumer.2 ' Thus, fathers no longer had an
economic incentive to retain custody of their
children.
By the middle of the century, a treatise on
marriage law proclaimed that a father's right "is not
an absolute one, and is usually made to yield when
the good of the child, which, especially according to
the modern American decision, is the chief matter to
Soon,
be regarded, requires that it should."22
through invocation of children's interests, American
courts relied on a series of presumptions that favored
mothers in most cases. These included the so-called
"tender years presumption," which gave custody of
young children to mothers, and the presumption that
maternal custody better served the interests of older
23
girls.
By the second half of the 19th century, the
shift away from paternal custody was acknowledged
by state legislatures which began to direct courts to
rely on the best interest principle in custody
In 1855 and 1857, for example,
litigation.
Massachusetts promulgated statutes that granted
courts some freedom in determining custody
according to the "happiness and welfare of the

children."24
By the start of the 20th century, the bestfirmly
had
become
standard
interest
institutionalized. Since that time it has provided the
central directive for courts resolving disputes about
children's custody, and sometimes about their
parentage. Over time, however, the standard has
been used in the service of a variety of presumptions
about children and about how the law can best
For many years, the
protect their interests.
preference for maternal custody guided courts
That preferenceresolving custody disputes.
expressly described by courts as a "presumption"reflected understandings of affectionate, selfsacrificing mothers and their beloved children,
inexorably connected through enduring bonds of love
that contrasted completely with forms of interaction
enjoyed by men in the marketplace.
Over time, as social understandings of
mothers and fathers shifted, other preferences
gradually replaced the widespread preference for
maternal custody. Among the preferences (and
presumptions) that have directed applications of the
best-interest principle have been those for custody
with the "psywith the "primary caretaker,"25
chological parent,"2 with the parent of the same
gender as the child,27 with the parent preferred by
the child,2" and with both parents jointly.29
As a group, judges reflect the society and
culture of which they form a part. Therefore, as
social mores have changed, so have judicial
preferences in child custody cases. It is not
surprising that the best-interest principle has been
used to affect a wide variety of preferences about
children's custody. The principle has been amenable
to each new preference. Indeed, the standard has not
only tolerated change, but has practically mandated
that judges apply their own values and
understandings of family and of familial connections
to particular cases. As Lee Teitelbaum explains:
To make custody turn on the "best interests"
of the child means that a court must decide
what conduct and circumstances are
desirable and what are not. The criteria for
this decision, if not supplied by the parents,
themselves, must derive from the judge's
views of good child rearing and good
citizenship. °
The various presumptions that, over time,
have directed application of the best-interest
principle represent shifting social understandings of

children and of the parent-child relationship. These
understandings have interacted with the values and
beliefs of individual judges to produce the history of
child custody litigation since the beginning of the
19th century.

III. Flexibility, The
Illusion of Stability, and
Images of Children: The
Survival of The Best
Interest Standard
The best-interest standard has often served
actual children poorly. A standard that directs courts
to focus on children's interests in determining their
custodial arrangements can only provide scanty
concrete guidance. Even more, the best-interest
standard is so vague that it can be, and sometimes
has been, used to subvert children's interests entirely
and instead to serve the interests of contending
adults. This standard-expressly constructed to focus
on, and to protect, children--often allows courts to
serve the interests of those children's parents and
potential guardians. Why then has this vague, often
self-contradictory rule of law survived for almost two
centuries?
The best-interest standard has certainly
survived. More than that however, it has been
crucial to the evolution of family law within at least
the past century and a half. The explanation of that
success is, essentially, unconnected to actual children
and their interests. The standard has survived
because it has served other ends.
The standard has provided the illusion of
consistency for the law in the regulation of family
matters during a period of tumultuous change in the
form and ideology of family. Only because the
principle is so broad has it been able to serve this
end. In this regard, its limitations for the law (its
"indeterminacy") 1 has also been its benefit for the
law (its adaptability). As social visions of children
and of the parent-child bond have evolved during the
period between the start of the Industrial Revolution
and the present, the best-interest standard has been
flexible enough to allow courts to recognize and to
support those changing visions. Moreover, the
standard, because it ostensibly protects children and
serves their needs, appears to connect the law, as
well as the families created through reliance on that

law, to notions of morality and social decency.

A. The Flexibility of
the Best-Interest Standard
The law's capacity to accommodate social
change is usually limited by the ability of lawmakers to perceive and to accept such change.
Innovations in social patterns and beliefs demand
equally far-reaching changes in the rules that govern
behavior.
But even somewhat slower social
changes-changes that may be dramatic without
threatening to create chaos--necessitate changes in
the law. Yet, law-makers tend to be conservative, to
prefer tradition to change, and to overthrow
precedent and amend existing rules only reluctantly
and only under pressure.
Given this, the best-interest principle has
been surprisingly well suited to accommodate the
vast changes that have characterized the American
family between the beginning of the Industrial
Revolution and the late 20th century. The principle,
precisely because of its indeterminacy, has been
flexible enough to justify shifting social preferences
and to reflect changing visions of the family without
requiring an express alteration in the rule of law.
Thus, the standard has been invaluable to a legal
system obviously adjusting to changing mores and
patterns but anxious to preserve tradition. The
standard has allowed the law to favor changing
patterns and simultaneously to erect the illusion of
stability and continuity. As families have changed to
include non-marital cohabitation, frequent divorce,
and unwed parents, the law has continued to resolve
custody disputes through apparent reliance on one
continuously applicable standard of review. In fact,
the standard has provided very little direction to
courts and has often not served its own avowed
end-to focus on children and their interests and to
protect those children within the individual
circumstances of each custody case.
But the
standard has survived, and in that alone, it has
provided comfort to a society and a legal system
beset with unending and bewildering changes in the
character of family.
However, the flexibility of the best-interest
principle does not alone explain the longevity of a
rule that has consistently been criticized as vague,
indeterminate and self-contradictory. The standard's
survival and dissemination within the United States
has depended on something more than its
adaptability. The standard has not only provided the

illusion of continuity but also, and almost as
significantly, it has consistently suggested that the
decisions it engenders are principled and decent.

B. Nostalgia and
the Preservation of Tradition
Clearly, any comparatively amorphous
standard would not have survived almost two
centuries of constant change in the American family
and in the law regulating that family.
The
indeterminacy, and consequent flexibility, of the best
interest standard do not alone explain its survival.
The standard has survived because it has associated
the varied best-interest decisions reached under its
rule with a moral order.
When courts first began to suggest that
custody determinations should reflect children's
interests, children and the notion of childhood were
fast becoming central to social images of decent,
proper families. Beginning with the early years of
the Industrial Revolution, the family itself came to
be understood as a special, almost sacred, realm,
separate and protected from the harshness of the
marketplace. As society placed children (and the
connection between children and their mothers) at
the center of understandings of family, an interest in
family necessitated an interest in children.
Protecting children and their interests came to seem
synonymous with protecting families.
Even more, as the disruptions occasioned by
the Industrial Revolution multiplied, society reacted
with nostalgia by constructing images of a precious
and hallowed past, characterized by stable families,
joined in love and loyalty. Ironically, those images
described the hopes and wishes of the century that
constructed them far more than the past which they
ostensibly depicted. But, increasingly, the protection
of the family and, accordingly, of the moral order,
seemed to depend on the preservation of traditional
family life, understood to include children directly at
the center.
The best-interest principle,
itself a
consequence of the romanticization of children (and
women) brought with the Industrial Revolution, has
represented and presumed to protect the family from
the disruptions of the modern world. Ironically, the
standard not only developed from the demands of
modernity but has disguised, and thereby eased, the
transition away from tradition, toward modernity.
The best-interest standard would probably
not have enjoyed such remarkable longevity had it

not been almost unfailingly presented--even in its
very name-as serving and protecting children. That
task is morally unassailable in the contemporary
world. Moreover, the assumption that courts
applying the standard consistently intend to serve
children has concealed occasional contradictions
between the stated aim of the best-interest standard
and its actual results in particular cases in which the
standard has served adults at the expense of
children. Thus, the standard has survived because
those who use it presume to serve children, not
because the standard actually serves children. In so
presuming, society and the law work to sustain the
illusion that the moral essence of old-fashioned,
traditional families can be preserved even as those
families are changing under the pressures of
modernity.
Whether the best-interest standard will
continue to serve as the central tenet of American
custody law during the next century depends on
whether the ideology of family constructed during
the 19th century, and elaborated during the 20th
century, will itself survive.
Society's rapid
acceptance within the past three decades of
definitions of family that depend on forms of
interaction previously found almost exclusively in
the marketplace suggests it may not. However, at
present, the best-interest standard continues to
sustain society's nostalgia for what was once thought
to have been and thus continues to dominate custody
law.

IV. Conclusion
Regardless of what happens next, the bestinterest principle has established a strong frame
within which a significant part of American family
law has developed during almost two centuries of
increasingly rapid, often astonishing, change. The
principle has been used to assimilate and justify a
shifting array of assumptions and conclusions about
custody, and sometimes about parentage. The
principle can be, and has been, used to prefer
mothers; to prefer fathers; to prefer joint custody;
and to prefer "psychological," over biological, parents;
or biological over psychological parents. In every
case to which it is applied, the best-interest principle
asserts that children constitute the primary concern
of the law. In so asserting, the principle associates
itself, and the results to which it leads, with oldfashioned, decent, proper families. And thus the
principle always sides with tradition. But, equally,

the best-interest principle sides with modernity. It
can justify both tradition and the changes that
undermine tradition. It affirms the continuing value
of traditional family life despite widespread social
upheaval and at the same time, masks, and thus
helps to ensure, departures from tradition. The bestinterest principle has served modernity and
transformation in the name of social continuity and
tradition. Thus, it has survived and remained
central to the law's regulation of family matters
during a long period of astonishing transformation in
the form and meaning of family.
*Maurice A. Deane Professor of Constitutional Law, Hofstra
University School of Law. B.A. Barnard College; MA. and Ph.D.
(anthropology) Princeton University; J.D. Yale Law School.
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